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About the Book

From the acclaimed author of Two Rivers comes The Hungry Season a compelling and beautifully told story of hope, 

family and above all, hunger --- for food, sex, love and success --- and for a way back to wholeness when a part of 

oneself has been lost forever.

Discussion Guide

1. Discuss the role that hunger plays in this novel. Of what significance is the title? How does it relate to the Mason 

family and their summer spent on the lake?

2. As Sam struggles to overcome writer?s block, he creates Billy, a fictional character involved in Ancel Keys?s ?Great 

Starvation Experiment? conducted during World War II, which was designed to study the effects of starvation and the 

most effective methods of refeeding a starved population. How does Sam relate to Billy? What does this suggest about 

the creative process?

3. How does Sam?s struggle with writer?s block relate to his sexual impotence?

4. What is Mena?s role in this family, and how does it change with Franny?s death? Explore her relationship with Sam 

and her attraction to Jake. What does she need in order to heal?

5. How does Mena and Sam?s marriage compare to the other marriages in the novel? How are they the same as or 

different from Effie and Devin and Monty and Lauren? What can they learn from both couples?

6. Discuss the role of food in this novel.
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7. Saving Finn from self-destruction is the supposed reason that Sam moves his family to Vermont for the summer. Do 

you think that Finn needs saving? Why or why not? Do you think they could have arrived at the same place if they had 

stayed in California?

8. Alice is, in many ways, a surrogate for Franny. Do you think that the Masons get a second chance with Alice? Discuss 

Finn?s relationship with both Franny and Alice.

9. Finn claims to smoke pot to help him sleep at night. Do you believe that?s the real reason? Is he smoking as a way to 

deal with Franny?s death, or as normal teenage rebellion? If he hadn?t turned to marijuana to cope, would Sam have still 

moved the family to Lake Gormlaith?

10. Dale Edwards is, for all intents and purposes, stalking Sam. What is driving her? What does she hope to get from 

Sam? What is she hungry for? Does she get the nourishment she needs?

11. At the center of the novel is Franny, though she has already died by the time the novel opens. What do you know 

about Franny? How do you explain what happened to her, given her family background? Is her family culpable in her 

death? And are they able, in the end, to forgive themselves and one another?

12. Do you think that Mena and Sam chose to let Franny pursue her dreams at whatever cost? Were they better or worse 

parents for not getting in the way of her ambitions? Was there a point where they should have?

13. If you were a member of the Mason family, how would you have dealt with Franny?s eating disorder? Do you think 

you would have noticed it before it was too late? Have you known anyone with an eating disorder? Discuss how it 

informed your reading of The Hungry Season.

14. How do you feel about Dale? How do Sam and Mena feel about her, after everything that happened? What did they 

learn from her? What was her role in their grieving process and their reunion?

15. Have you read or seen a production of Fool for Love, the Sam Shepard play in which Mena stars? Does the onstage 

relationship between Eddie and May mirror Sam and Mena?s? How does Mena?s participation in the play influence her 

marriage?

16. Consider all of the characters separately: Sam, Mena, Finn, Alice, and Dale. With whom do you most identify? Why?

Author Bio

T. Greenwood grew up in rural Vermont in the 1970s. She began writing stories at seven years old and wrote her first 

"novel" at nine on her dad's electric typewriter.

Since then, she has published 13 novels. She has received grants from the Sherwood Anderson Foundation, the 

Christopher Isherwood Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Maryland State Arts Council. She has 

won three San Diego Book Awards. Five of her novels have been Indie Next picks. BODIES OF WATER was finalist 

for a Lambda Foundation award. Her 14th and latest novel is SUCH A PRETTY GIRL.



She teaches creative writing for San Diego Writer's Ink and online for The Writer's Center. She and her husband, Patrick, 

split their time between San Diego, CA  and her family's camp on a pond in Vermont. They have two daughters, two 

dogs and one very old cat.

Critical Praise

"Compelling?Eloquent?Gripping."
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